
From: 	 Miyamoto, Faith 
To: 	 Raymond.Sukys@dot.gov  
CC: 	 Hogan, Steven; robbins@infraconsultlIc.corn; Ted.Matley@dot.gov  
Sent: 	 2/22/2008 2:56:59 PM 
Subject: 	 RE: March 2008 Meeting with FTA Region IX 

Hi Ray — 

While  I  am disappointed that we will not be meeting in March,  I  was happy to hear that Joe Ossi had briefed you on his meeting 
with Toru and PB Americas staff and that you are comfortable that we are proceeding in the right direction with the DEIS. We 
do not want to get too far into the preparation of the document and find out that something like our approach is not what you had 
envisioned. Therefore, we are concerned about keeping both HQ staff (Joe Ossi) and Region IX staff (you and Ted) up to date 
on what is happening with the DEIS. And  I  understand that you do not feel slighted that we talked with HQ, but not Region IX. 

Please know that we are always ready and willing to brief you on the DEIS; any time, any place; just give us a call and we will be 
there. Unless we hear otherwise, we will be looking forward to meeting with you and the other Region IX staff members in 
April. If you let us know what you would be interested in seeing during a field visit, we can make the appropriate arrangements. 
Although,  I  don't think we can get motorbikes. 

Faith 

From: Raymond.Sulws@dot.gov  [mailto:Raymond.Sulws@dot.gov]  
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2008 11:42 AM 
To: Miyamoto, Faith 
Cc: hogan@pbworld.com ; robbins@infraconsultlIc.com ; Ted.Matley@dot.gov  
Subject: RE: March 2008 Meeting with FTA Region IX 

I  would rather defer this to when we come out or if there is something specific let's handle it right away. Anyway, Joe Ossi felt 
comfortable with your last meeting and he did brief us sufficiently. 

From: Miyamoto, Faith [mailto:fmiyamoto@honolulu.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2008 6:21 PM 
To: Sukys, Raymond <FTA>; Matley, Ted <FTA> 
Cc: hogan@pbworld.com ; Susan Robbins 
Subject: March 2008 Meeting with FTA Region IX 

Hi Ray and Ted — 

As discussed previously, we would like to meet with you during the second week of March to discuss the draft EIS. The end of 
the week would work best for us, because of other commitments in the Bay Area. How would the morning of Thursday, March 

13th  work for you? Would we be able to meet in your conference room? 

We did discuss the possibility of doing the briefing by conference call, but feel that it would be best done face-to-face. 

Our briefing would be limited to the EIS and so I am assuming that only the two of you would be involved. Anyone else should be 
included? 

See you soon. 

Faith Miyamoto 
Department of Transportation Services 
City & County of Honolulu 
(808) 768-8350 
fmiyamoto@honolulu.gov  
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